Paper Bag Nature Journal
Collect all the things you find on a nature walk!
Hands on Crafts for Kids - 1711-3
by Jenny Barnett Rohrs
Always cover your work surface with a mat or some type of
protective covering like wax paper or plastic.

Age Range: 7 to 12
Grade Range: 2 to 6
Skill Level: Advanced

Materials:
ACTIVA® Activ-Clay™ - air-dry clay

Appropriate for:
Science Project, Every Day and Rainy Day Activities

Hole punch

Supports Subject Area(s) of:
Language Arts – e.g. step by step instructions
Science
Mathematics - measuring
Visual Arts

Scrap cardboard (cereal boxes work great)

Time needed for project: 2 hours, plus drying time

5-7 brown paper lunch bags
Scissors

Alphabet stamps
Texture tools
Rolling pin
Straw
Plastic knife
Toothpick
Library rings (or raffia)
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Nature Book Process
Step 1: Make the pages from the bags by laying the bag flat cut along
the bottom edge, removing the bottom of the bag. Fold the bag in half
lengthwise, making 2 “pocket” pages. Decide where you want the holes
for the rings to be and mark ½ inch from the folded edge. Punch 1 set
out, then use that as a template for the rest.

Step 2: Lay the pages on top of your cardboard, and trace ¼ inch larger
all the way around. Cut out with scissors. Line up your paper bag leaves
on top of the cardboard. Using your paper bag pages for templates,
mark and punch holes in the cardboard.
Step 3: Roll out your air-dry clay ⅜ of an inch thick with the roller.
Using the cardboard as a template, trace around with the toothpick and
mark the holes. Cut through the clay with a plastic knife and make the
holes with a straw.
Step 4: Decorate the front of the paper-clay cover using alphabet
stamps, texture tools, straws, toothpicks- whatever you can find to
customize your Nature Journal! LET DRY COMPLETELYUSUALLY 24 HOURS. Add extra paint on your journal if you like
when it’s dry!
Step 5: Assemble your journal using the library rings- front cover,
pages, cardboard in the back.
Now go for a walk and collect some treasures to put in your books!
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